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BOOKS NEW AND OLD 

A HUMAN DOCUMENT * 
By ELSPETH HUXLEY 

A SERIOUS writer in South Africa to-day can have only 
one theme, and it is a theme that only a great writer 
can master; like war, it is apt to dwarf the personal 

emotions of individuals which are the novelist's business. 
Yet to ignore it would be frivolous, since it must engage 

----1,hase very individual emotions; it is in fact a theme of 
emotion, of personal relations, that penetrates and darkens 

-the whole South African scene. This theme, caged under 
the name of race relations but nothing less in reality than 
man's fear of man, has been attacked by Mr. Paton directly, 
as it were, from the heart, which is where, more than to the 
intellect, it rightly belongs. 

He tells the story of a Zulu parson, a simple Christian of 
the old school and generation, who leaves his home in Natal 
to seek a missing son in Johannesburg. Aghast yet steadfast, 
he follows a thread through the maze of slums and shanty
towns into which the converging African proletariat is flowing, 
but it leads him to his son only when the young man is in 
prison for the self-confessed shooting of a white man. That 
white man, by an overstrained coincidence, is the son of a 
neighbour of the old parson's; he is, moreover, a leader 
among that brave band of South African liberals who strive 
with passion, and often at the price of obloquy, towards the 
distant goal (or perhaps chimera ?) of race equality. 

The guilty youth is tried and condemned; the parson 
returns with his son's young wife to his home in Zulu land ; 
and the murdered man's father, moved by pity for all he has 
seen, and by his dead son's writings, opens his eyes to the 
misery at his gates and sets in motion the regeneration of the 
drought-stricken, eroded valley below the boundaries of his 
own well-kept farm called High' Place. Thus the book ends 
on a note of hope-the valley's rebirth, a new equality born 
of suffering between white farmer and black parson, the friendly 
young white grandchild "with a brightness in him "-and 

. the young African demonstrator who comes to the valley with 
new ways of ploughing land and thoughts no less revolutionary. 

* Cry, the Beloved Cmmtry. By Alan Paton. (Jonathan Cape, 9s. 6d.). 
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Kumalo was touched, and he said to the young man, Are there 
many who think as you do ? 

- I do not know, umfundisi. I do not know if there are many. 
But there are some. 

He grew excited. We work for Africa, he said, not for this man 
0':" that man. Not for a white man or a black man, but for Africa. 

- Why do you not say South Africa? 
- We would if we could, said the young man soberly. 
He reflected for a moment. We speak as we sing, he said, for 

we sing Nkosi Sikelel' iAfrika, God Save Africa. 
- It is getting dark, said Kumalo, it is time for us to wash. 
- You must no~ misunderstand me, umfundisi, said the young 

man earnestly. I am not a man for politics. I am not· a man to 
make trouble in )lout valley. I desire to restore it, that is all. 

- May God giye you your desire, said Kumalo with equal 
earnestness. My son, one word. 

- Yes, umfundik 
- I cannot stop you from thinking your thoughts. It is good 

that a young man has such deep thoughts. But hate no man, and 
desire power over no man. For I have a friend who taught me that. 
power corrupts. 

- I hate no man, umfundisi. 
- That is well. For there is enough hating in our land already. 
The young man went into the house to wash, and Kumalo stood 

for a moment in the dark, where the stars were coming out over 
the valley that was to be restored. And that for him was enough, 
for his life was nearly finished. He was too old for new and disturb
ing thoughts and they hurt him also, for they struck at many things. 
Yes, they struck at the grave silent man at High Place, who after 
such deep hurt, had shown such deep compassion. He was too old 
for new and disturbing thoughts. A white man's dog, that is what 
they called him and his kind. Well, that was the way his life had 
been lived, and that was the way he would die. 

He'turned and followed the young man into the house. 

H will be seen that the style in which Mr. Paton clothes his 
tale is neo-biblical. This is a trick, and like all tricks it runs 
the risk of irritating ~he reader; but the speech of Africans 
does in fact observe rhythms and follow the simplicities we 
think of as biblical. Such speech cannot, perhaps, be truth
fully rendered except in some such plain, economical and 
undoubtedly poetic fashion, which, skilfully handled-as Mr. 
Paton handles it-can build up. a living atmosphere and, 
on occasion, move de~ply. Here, for instance is the old parson 
Kumalo speaking to the sixteen-year-old pregnant girl with 
whom his son was living. 

- I have come to speak with you of another matter. Do you 
wish to marry my son ? 
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- It is as the umfundisi sees it. 
- I am asking you, my child. 
- I can be willing. 
- And why would you be willing? 
She looked at him, for she could not understand such a question. 
- Why do you wish to marry him? he persisted. 
She picked little strips of wood from the box, smiling in her 

perplexedness. He is my. husband, she said, with the word that 
does not quite mean husband. 

- But you did not wish to marry him before? 
The questions embarrassed her; she stood up, but there was 

nothing to do, and she sat down again, and fell to picking at the box. 
- Speak, my child. 
~ I do not know what to say, umfundisi. 
- Is it truly your wish to marry him ? 
- It is truly my wish, umfundisi. 
- We live in a far place, he said. There are no streets and lights 

and buses there. There is only me and my wife, and the place is 
very quiet .... Do you truly wish to marry my son? 
~ I wish it, she said. 
- And go to a quiet and far-off place, and be our daughter? 
There was no mistaking the gladness of her voice. I wish it, she 

said. 
- Greatly. 
- Greatly, she said .. 
- My child? 
- Umfundisi ? 
- I must say one more hard thing to you. 
- I am listening, umfundisi. 
- What will you do in this quiet place when the desire is on 

you? I am a parson, and live at my church, and our life is quiet 
and ordered. I do not wish to ask you something that you cannot 
do. 

- I understand, umfundisi. I understand completely. She 
looked at him through her tears. You shall not be ashamed of me. 
You need not be afraid for me. You need not be afraid because it 
is quiet. Quietness is what I desire. 

And the word, the word desire, quickened her to brilliance. 
That shall be my desire, she said, that is the desire that will be upon 
me, so that he was astonished. 

- I understand you, he said:" You are cleverer than I thought. 
- lwas clever at school, she said eagerly. 

From the documentary point of view-and one of Mr. 
~aton's successes is that he does not allow the documentary 
mterest to swamp the personal-the value of the book lies 
in its vivid delineations of the great melting-pot of the Johan
nesburg locations, where Africans from every tribe and race 
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from the Cape to the Congo live and breed, torn from the 
context of tribal life to which the great majority will never 
return. For the day is past when Europeans could resist 
" detribalisation," moved by its tragedies of rootlessness and 
disorder. For good or ill, right or wrong, tribal society is 
breaking up; it lies beyond the power of the white man to 
reverse the process; and it is in such places as Johannesburg 
that a new society with its own ways and customs will slowly 
and painfully solidify from the molten, explosive amalgam 
that we see-and dread-to-day. 

We dread it with reason, for it is shot through with hatred 
and resentment. This is an issue Mr. Paton does not burke. 
Kumalo has a brother in Johannesburg as well as a son : 
John, who has built up a business and turned to politics. 

- But it is not being held together, he said. It is breaking apart, 
your tribal society. It is here in Johannesburg that the new society 
is being built. Something is happening here, my friends. . . . 

His voice grew lpuder, and he was again addressing people who 
were not there. Here in Johannesburg is the mines, he said, every
thing is the mines. These high buildings, this wonderful City Hall, 
this beautiful Parktown with its beautiful houses, all this is built 
with gold from the mines. This wonderful hospital for Europeans, 
the biggest hospital south of the Equator, it is built with the gold 
from the mines. 

There was a change in his voice, it became louder like the voice 
of a bull or a lion. Go to our hospital, he said, and see our people 
lying on the floors. They lie so close you cannot step over them. 
But it is they who dig the gold. For three shillings a day. And when 
the new gold is found, it is not we who will get more for our labour. 
It is the white man's shares that will rise, you will read it all in the 
papers. They go mad when new gold is found. They bring more 
of us to live in the compounds, to dig under the ground for three 
shillings a day. They do not think, here is a chance to pay more for 
our labour. They think only, here is a chance to build a bigger house 
and buy a bigger car. It is important to find gold, they say, for all 
South Africa is built on the mines. 

He growled, and his voice grew deep, it was like thunder that 
was rolling. But it is not built on the mines, he said, it is built on 
our backs, on our sweat, on our labour. Every factory, every 
theatre, every beautiful house, they are all built by us. And what 
does a chief know , about that? But here in Johannesburg they 
know. . .. There is a new thing growing here, he said. Stronger 
than any church or chief. You will see it one day. 

j 

But there is not much of politics in the book. There is 
little villainy. Nearly all Mr. Paton's characters are good men 
(the women, alas, are frailer), even the Europeans. The white 
priest, the reform school official, the farmer, his murdered son, 
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they all help Kumalo, they are all on the side of the angels; 
there is no personal venom here, only the wish to be just and 
decent. The villain is the system and the fear that built it. 
There is a touch here of the Greek sense of the doomed but 
undefeated human pitted against inexorable gods. "I have 
one great fear in my heart," says a Christian African, " that 
one day when they are turned to loving, they will find we are 
turned to hating." There is a great feeling of tragedy in this 
book: under our eyes the personal tragedy of two men who 
lose their sons, and .behind and beyond the greater tragedy of 
South Africa, a tragedy of fear, whose climactic acts have yet 
to be played. 

As a novel, there are certain obvious faults. The plot 
leans too heavily on coincidence and is too obviously cut to 
fit the theme; most of the characters lack depth and sUhdety 
and an inner life of their own. Mr. Paton skates sometimes 
over the thin ice of sentimentality, and at times I am not sure 
that he does not slip in. But this is not primarily a novel of 
character, nor is it meant to be; it is a drama and a warning, 
a drama of fate, a hymn against fear. It is written with 
passion, and it moves the reader to pity and grief. 

The remedy? That, too, is on the simple level of the 
characters in this book. The answer to this and to all our 
troubles lies not in legislation but in the heart. The ultimate 
remedy can only be the simple one preached by the Carpenter 
of Nazareth and by the good characters-the white men's 
dogs-of this book. But time is short, and many South 
Africans echo the parson's fear-when we are. turned to loving, 
"vill they be turned to hating?" Or have they already 
turned? 

ELSPETH HUXLEY. 
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